Blistering

Medicine provision
through blistering
Medication safety using the WIEGAND ® blistering concept
– the complete solution for pharmacies and homes.

Automatic blistering of
unit/multi-dose medications
What starts with hundreds of prescriptions will, due to patient-specific blistering, form
an efficient, cost-effective and safe process. The various patient prescriptions are
captured using special software and then sent to the blistering machines where they
are automatically processed.
Blistering process

Prescriptions are entered in
the system and professionally
checked for interactions or
contraindications. The fully
checked order is then finally
transmitted to the blistering
machine.

The individual prescriptions
are collected in a packagingorder. Medications for a single
administration are packaged
together in a bag. Consequently,
a week’s medication forms a
long roll.

In order to integrate special
or infrequently used drugs and
split tablets in the packaging
process, the STS (Special
Tablet System) is deployed.

After the machine has
processed several orders,
the individual bags of the
roll are again compared with
the prescriptions.

Providing medications
to hundreds of patients

Automatic blistering promises high quality treatment. The blister bags
can be printed in the highest quality with a variety of data. Thus from
the outset, the risk of incorrect medication is effectively minimised.
The patient-specific packaged and labelled bags guarantee that the
right tablets are taken at the right time.
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=====================================
1 Voltarene
white
(Rheumatism)
1 Euthyrox

white
To be taken 1/2 hour before breakfast

(Hypothyreosis)

1 ASS Tab.

(Antikoagulation)

white

Charge: 615662

Last name, first name,
date of birth
Doctor’s Name
Administration time
Medication
Administration instructions
Indication
LOT number,
expiry date

Expiry date = Einnahmedatum

=====================================
Musterapotheke
Blisterstrasse 5
D - 82166 Gräfelfing
Phone: (+49) (0) 89 – 85 83 61 45

Blisterer
Digital patient data

www.musterapotheke.de

=====================================
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An easy and elaborate concept
for pharmacies and homes
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1. Deblister
Using the DB500 Deblister Machine, you can easily
and quickly deblister medications.

2. Storage
The storage of the deblistered medications
in a PharmaBox for intermediate storage in a cabinet.

3. Blistering
The blistering machines, depending on their size, can be
fitted with 30-500 different medications. Special medications
can be included using a drawer system.

4. Packing
A blister bag roll with medication is produced for each patient.
The blister bag rolls – depending on the amount – are packed in
a small or large BlisterBox.

5. Store
The BlisterBoxes are stored in Blister Trolleys and on-demand
medication of the residents is stored in SwissModul Trays.

6. Distribution
Blister bags and additional medication for each adminstration
are placed on a Distribution Tray. All medications are safely and
clearly arranged on the Distribution Tray.

Effortless deblistering and transparent
intermediate storage of medicine
The DB500 Deblister Machine provides an efficient and easy means to deblister tablets
and is suitable for nearly all of the original blistered medications. Using this table-top device,
you can simply prepare your bulk material in the pharmacy. The loose medications can be
temporarily stored in the practical PharmaBoxes.

With the aid of the fork control mechanism, nearly all medications
can be deblistered. Simple calibration and switching between the
different medication types is a special feature of the device.

Due to the upward rotation of the crank, the blisters are drawn
into the machine and as a result of the accruing pressure on the
roll are pressed out of the packaging.

PharmaBoxes for the transparent
intermediate storage of medications

Storage of PharmaBoxes in
SwissModul Trays and shelves

In order to ensure that the blistering process runs efficiently,
the many different medications have to be deblistered in
advance. The WIEGAND ® PharmaBoxes are ideal for the
intermediate storage of medicine. Each PharmaBox provided by the pharmacist has the preparation names, Galenic
form, dosage, LOT number and expiry date clearly visible.
The PharmaBoxes can be stored in an ISO standard module
and/or on a cabinet shelf.

The foldable profile wall of the cabinet is ideal for storage.
The Modules can be locked at a 40° angle when pulling
them out. Therefore, quick access to the highest Boxes
is guaranteed. The installation of a full extension for easy
work is also possible.

The PharmaBox with a white, UV-resistant sliding lid
comes in 2 sizes.
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BlisterBox – Dispenser for blister rolls
For each patient, solid oral drugs for seven days are provided in a personal BlisterBox.
By pulling on the end of the rolled blister band, the perforated units for the respective delivery
time can be separated with ease.
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Optimised process for the distribution
of blistered medicine
The SwissModul Trays, BlisterBoxes and on-demand medication of the patient provide a safe
means of transport and storage in a WIEGAND ® Trolley. All trolley types can be delivered with
practical profile walls or with robust and comfortable full extensions. The WIEGAND ® Blister
Trolleys come in a variety of heights and widths.
Overview thanks to flexible arrangement

Between 8-12 BlisterBoxes can be placed in a WIEGAND ®
SwissModul tub. Thanks to the flexible sub-divisions, the nonoral medications of a patient, such as drops, ointments and
injections can be properly accommodated.
A clearly visible label with the patient‘s name on
the edge of the module increases confidence
in dealing with the various BlisterBoxes.
The same label holders also serve as a
support for the blister bag roll on the
WIEGAND ® Distribution Tray.
SwissModul Trays are available in sizes
400x450 mm and 600x400 mm
(depending on the width of the trolley.)

Blister Trolley with profile wall
Type No. 45.3-3F

● Space for 20 BlisterBoxes
● 5 SwissModule Trays with sub-divisions
for BlisterBoxes and on-demand medicine
● StarterSet for the distribution of blister sachets
● KABA lock and key
● W64xD53xH113 cm

Blister Trolley with full extensions
Type No. 45.3A-3F

● Space for 20-24 BlisterBoxes
● Shelf for StarterSet
● 5 SwissModul Trays with sub-divisions
for BlisterBoxes and on-demand medicine
● Lateral work surface extension
● Electronic number lock or KABA lock and key
● W64xD53xH113 cm
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Large Blister Trolley with profile wall
Type No. 60.3-3F

● Space for 30 BlisterBoxes
● Shelf for StarterSet
● 5 SwissModul Trays with sub-divisions
for BlisterBoxes and on-demand medicine
● KABA lock and key
● W80xD53xH113 cm

Large Blister Trolley with full extensions
Type No. 60.3A-3F
● Space for 30-36 BlisterBoxes
● Shelf for StarterSet
● 5 SwissModul Trays with sub-divisions
for BlisterBoxes and on-demand medicine
● Lateral work surface extension
● Electronic number lock or KABA lock and key
● W80xD53xH113 cm

Double Blister Trolley with profile wall
Type No. 4545.3-3F

● Space for 40 BlisterBoxes
● 2 StarterSets for distribution of blister sachets
● 12 SwissModul Trays with subdivisions
for BlisterBoxes and on-demand medicine
● KABA lock and key
● W113xD53xH113 cm

Double Blister Trolley with full extensions
Type No. 4545.3A-3F
● Space for 40-48 BlisterBoxes
● 2 shelves for StarterSet
● 10 SwissModul Trays with subdivisions
for BlisterBoxes and on-demand medicine
● Lateral work surface extension
● Electronic number lock or KABA lock and key
● W113xD53xH113 cm
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Timely provision of medicine
with a Distribution Tray
Containers for blister bags, label holders, MediCups and MediDispensers are visibly
placed and cannot slip on WIEGAND ® Distribution Trays. The extensive WIEGAND ® System
also offers practical solutions for non-secondary blistered medicine. Practical oriented work
is the maxim of this System.

The blister bag roll holder containing the blister bags
is slip proof on the Distribution Tray.

WIEGAND ® Distribution Tray 241

The fixture on the Distribution Tray allows for a
safe distribution of medicine even at a rapid pace
and in confined spaces.

PharmaBox
for additional medication

Label holder

Blister bags

Mount for blister bags

MediCups 25 ml
for liquid medicine

Placed next to the blister bags, the clearly labelled
label holder prevents confusion.
MediDispenser
for new admissions

Daily provision of medicine using
WIEGAND® MediDispensers
In order that medication is not newly prepared 4 times a day, the use of MediDispensers
provides a solution for the daily preparation of medication. The larger MediDispenser, which
can be sub-divided into in 7 compartments offers plenty of space for non-secondary blistered
drugs. When needed, the transparent sliding lid ensures the safe storage of medications.

The medications for the current day are prepared in the
MediDispenser and together with the BlisterBoxes are placed
on the Storage Tray.

A patient’s on-demand medication can be accommodated
in the rear compartments if necessary.

MediDispenser for the daily medication

All medication for the whole day can be prepared in the
patient’s own MediDispenser. The MediDispensers can
be flexibly partitioned and offer enough space for blister
bags, sachets, effervescent tablets, MediCups, drops, etc.
As always, MediDispensers are delivered with sliding lids.
The lids are especially important when the MediDispensers are given to the residents or are deposited in their
room during the day.

Blister Trolley with profile wall
Type No. 45.3-3F

● This trolley type can accommodate 5 Storage Trays
for 4-8 residents
● Storage Tray 151 with MediDispenser 151
including 3 flexible sub-divisions
● KABA lock and key
● W64xD53xH113 cm
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Article catalogue

Art. 311
Dosys Dispenser
-		For blister bags for 7-14 days
- 82x150x150 mm

Art. 311T
BlisterBox Large
- For blister bags for 7-14 days
- Foldable
- Transparent white
- 78x162x139 mm

Art. 312T
BlisterBox Compact
- For blister bags for 7 days
- Foldable
- Transparent white
- Also available in light-protective white
(Art. 312W)
- 78x128x107 mm

Art. 500.240XO.075
Label and blister bag roll holder
- Holder for blister bag
- Fixable on Distribution Trays
- Can also be used as a label holder
for SwissModul Trays
- 75x40 mm

Art. 241.SR
Stacking frame for Distribution Tray 241
- Provides space-saving storage
for all trays in a ward
- 4-parts
- 450x400x55 mm
- Polycarbonate, transparent

Art. 15/15SD
Label holder
- With sliding lid 15SD
- Suitable for labels:
art. 510.13, 510.13Wxx, 510.13A4
- Fixable in Distribution Trays
- 77x55 mm
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Art. StarterSet.001.de
StarterSet 1 on Tray 241
- 1 x Distribution Tray Universal middle, 450x400 mm, art. 241
- 1 x BlisterBox Compact for blister bag roll, art. 312T
- 2 x MediDispenser 341 with sliding lid 49-69-349, art. 341/349
- 4 x PharmaBox small with sliding lid 119, art. 111/119
- 50 x MediCup 25 ml yellow art. 71.2 with 50 lids art. 72
- 16 x Holder for blister bags, art. 500.240XO.075
- 16 x Label holder with sliding lid, art. 15/15SD
- 50 x Dispenser bag art. 75.01
- 1 x 11 Label strips for patient data, art. 510.46
- 1 x 96 Labels, extra small, self-adhesive, art. 510.18
- 1 x 10 Labels for patient data, art. 510.13A4
- 1 x 7 Labels for patient names and medication, art. 510.13

Art. StarterSet.002.de
StarterSet 2 on Tray 251
- 1 x Distribution Tray Universal large, 600x400 mm, art. 251
- 1 x BlisterBox Compact blister bags, art. 312T
- 2 x MediDispenser 341 with sliding lid 49-69-349, art. 341/349
- 4 x PharmaBox small with sliding lid 119, art. 111/119
- 50 x MediCup 25 ml yellow art. 71.2 with 50 lids art. 72
- 22 x Holder for blister bags, art. 500.240XO.075
- 22 x Label holder with sliding lid, art. 15/15SD
- 50 x Dispenser bag art. 75.01
- 1 x 11 Label strips for patient data, art. 510.46
- 1 x 96 Labels, extra small, self-adhesive, art. 510.18
- 1 x 10 Labels for patient data, art. 510.13A4
- 1 x 7 Labels for patient names and medication, art. 510.13

Art. StarterSet.003.de
StarterSet 3 on Tray 81
- 1 x Distribution Tray Universal small, 300x400 mm, art. 81
- 1 x BlisterBox Compact for blister bags, art. 312T
- 2 x MediDispenser 341 with sliding lid 49-69-349, art. 341/349
- 4 x PharmaBox small with sliding lid 119, art. 111/119
- 50 x MediCup 25 ml yellow art. 71.2 with 50 lids art. 72
- 10 x Holder for blister bags, art. 500.240XO.075
- 10 x Label holder with sliding lid, art. 15/15SD
- 50 x Dispenser bag art. 75.01
- 1 x 11 Label strips for patient data, art. 510.46
- 1 x 96 Labels, extra small, self-adhesive, art. 510.18
- 1 x 10 Labels for patient data, art. 510.13A4
- 1 x 7 Labels for patient names and medication, art. 510.13

Art. StarterSet.006.de
StarterSet 6 on Tray 241
- 1 x Distribution Tray Universal, middle, 450x400 mm, art. 241
- 1 x BlisterBox Compact for blister bags, art. 312T
- 50 x MediCup 25 ml, yellow art. 71.2 with 50 lids art. 72
- 16 x Holder for blister bags, art. 500.240XO.075
- 16 x Label holder with sliding lid, art. 15/15SD
- 50 x Dispenser bag art. 75.01
- 1 x 10 Labels for patient data, art. 510.13A4
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Art. 151/159
MediDispenser 151
- With sliding lid art. 159
- 3 dividers art. 152,
sub-dividable in max. 7 compartments
- 221x102x45 mm
Accessories
510.14-8xx
510.54
510.18
891

Label with administration periods
Label with administration times
Label, extra small
Storage Tray 151

Art. 891
Storage Tray 151
- For 8 MediDispensers 151
- 450x450x47 mm

Art. 341/349
MediDispenser 341
- With sliding lid art. 49-69-349
- 3 dividers art. 342,
sub-dividable in max. 8 compartments
- 228x81x20 mm
Accessories
510.44 Label with week days
510.46 Label, sheet with strips

Art. 111/119
PharmaBox small
- With sliding lid art. 119
- 130x72x30 mm
Accessories
112e
112R
112a
119w
			
H121-111
			

Label, mini-card
Mini-cards, roll white/yellow
Label holder for mini-cards
Sliding lid white, UV-resistant
for PharmaBox small
Support layer for PharmaBoxes 111
on cabinet shelves

Art. 411/419
PharmaBox large
- With sliding lid art. 419
- 191x99x44 mm
Accessories
112e
112R
112a
419w
		

Label, mini-cards
Mini-cards roll white/yellow
Label holder for mini-cards
Sliding lid white, UV-resistant,
for PharmaBox large
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Art. 510.18

Art. 510.18
Label extra small
- A4 sheet with 96 labels
- For MediDispenser or MediCup
- MS-Word template: www.wiegand.ch
- Self-adhesive, removable
- 40x10 mm

MONTAG

Petra Roth 23.1
.38

Art. 510.13A4
Medication label for printer
- A4 sheet with 10 labels
- MS-Word template: www.wiegand.ch
- Self-adhesive, removable
- 75x48 mm

Petra Roth
23.01.1938
App. 201
hof
Haus Sonnen
inberger
Dr. Frank Ste

Art. 510.46
Patient
Patient
Patient
Paziente

Art. 510.46
Label, sheet with short strips
- Sheet with 11 labels
(pack of 20 sheets)
- Self-adhesive, removable
- 191x11 mm

Petra Roth
07.00

Art. 510.54
Label with administration times
- Print: «01:00, 02:00..., 24:00»
- Sheet with 35 labels, transparent
- Ideal for sub-dividable MediDispensers
- Self-adhesive, removable
- 13x13 mm

Besonders zu beachten
Spécialement à observer
Special instructions
Istruzioni speziali
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Zimmer
Chambre
Room
Stanza

Zi. 17
22.00

Dr. Krauer
17.00

ie
Penicillin -Allerg
12.00

07:00

07:00

07:00

07:00

07:00

07:00

07:00

12:00

12:00

12:00

12:00

12:00

12:00

12:00

18:00

18:00

18:00

18:00

18:00

18:00

18:00

22:00

22:00

22:00

22:00

22:00

22:00

22:00

02:00

05:00

10:00

14:00

20:00

20:00

24:00

Art. 510.54

Art. 202.90
DB500 Deblister Machine
- Deblistering machine and accessories
- Medication container
- Grille
- Foil capture and mounting button
- Toothpick set (steel)
- Wire brush
- Small und large Allen key (hexagonal socket spanner)
- Instruction CD-Video, manual and quick reference guide
- Deblisters up to 280 capsules or tablets a minute

Arzt
Docteur
Doctor
Dottore

Art. 202.95.01
WIEGAND ® PillCrusher Professional
- Tablet mortar
- With 50 bags (Pouches)
Accessories
202.95.11 PillCrusher Pouches

Art. 202.95.11
PillCrusher Pouches
- -Bag to crush tablets
Accessories
202.95.01 WIEGAND ® PillCrusher Professional

Art. 97
PillCrusher WIEGAND ®
- Tablet mortar
- 2-parts
- With MediCup 25 ml
- Ø 70 mm, height 105 mm
Accessories
71.x MediCup

Art. 96T
MediSplitter WIEGAND ®
- Tablet splitter
- Knife – rustproof
- Housing for tablets
- Suitable for dishwasher
- 85x35x25 mm

Art. 98T.1
MediCrusher WIEGAND ®
- Tablet mortar
- 2-parts
- Ergonomically shaped
- Reserve container in screw cap
- Suitable for dishwasher
- Ø 59 mm, height 40 mm

Art. 64.679-2.0
Contaminated waster container, large
- E-SAFE, Universal-A-Lid, yellow, 2 litres
- With extractor device for canulas, scalpels and insulin needles
- Indicator to show when container is full
- Locking device for disposal container
- Robust und safe material
Accessories
64.678 Holder for risk waste container 2 litre,
		
for FlexLine Trolleys
Movix2.0 Movix vacuum adhesive-retainer
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Art. 71.x
MediCups 25 ml
- For measures up to 25 ml, CE 0543
- Available in range of colours:
71.1 = MediCups transparent-white
71.2 = MediCups transparent-yellow
71.3 = MediCups transparent-blue
71.4 = MediCups transparent-red
71.5 = MediCups transparent-green
Accessories
72 Lid
910.71.1 Dishwasher basket for use with MediCups
64.746 Dispenser for MediCups

Art. 64.746
Dispenser for MediCups
- For 50 MediCups 25 ml
- To mount on wall
Accessories
71.x MediCups

Art. 910.71.1
Dishwasher basket
for use with MediCups
- Dishwasher basket with lid
- Suitable for 22 MediCups
- 415x90x70 mm

Art. 4540.210
SwissModul Trays, light grey, 450x400x100 mm
- Trays, perforated grille, sub-dividable
- Stacking height: 55 mm
Accessories
21.45.10T-1T
22.40.10T-1T
ST100.170
4540.210-D2

SwissModul Divider, 450x100 mm
SwissModul Divider, 400x100 mm
SwissModul Sliding Divider, 100x170 mm
Sub-divider set for BlisterBoxes

Art. 6040.210
SwissModul Trays, light grey, 600x400x100 mm
- Trays, perforated grille, sub-dividable
- Stacking height: 55 mm
Accessories
21.60.10T-1T
22.40.10T-1T
ST100.170
ST100.300
6040.210-D2

SwissModul Divider 600x100 mm
SwissModul Divider, 400x100 mm
SwissModul Sliding Divider, 100x170 mm
SwissModul Sliding Divider, 100x300 mm
Sub-divider set for BlisterBoxes

Art. 75.01
Dispenser bag
-		For effervescent tablets or split tablets
- Pergamyn, single use
- 45x60 mm
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www.wiegand.ch

More information regarding
WIEGAND® products can be
found in the internet

WIEGAND® International

Belgium

Denmark

Germany

Finland

France

Great Britain

Iceland

Italy

Canada

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Norway

Austria

Poland

Sweden

Switzerland

Spain

Czech Republic

Turkey

UAE
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Wiegand System GmbH
Bühlinger Str. 56
DE-53577 Neustadt/Wied
Tel.: +49 (0)26 83 93 89 234
Fax: +49 (0)26 83 94 63 055
kundendienst@wiegandsystem.de
www.wiegandsystem.de
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Wiegand AG
Schlosserstrasse 5
CH-8180 Bülach
Tel.: +41 44 872 74 74
Fax: +41 44 872 74 75
wiegand@wiegand.ch
www.wiegand.ch
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